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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the use of library catalogues by library users, when searching library resources in academic
libraries in Tanzania through exploratory research. The study used qualitative data though quantitat ive elements
were included in collecting data. In identifying the problem, the paper addressed three specific objectives, which
are: to find out how often do users in academic libraries use library catalogues in searching library materials; to
find out the purpose of using library catalogues; and to identify the challenges faced by library users when
searching different forms of library catalogues. The populations for the paper are librarians, administrative staff,
as well as Third Year students, from selected academic libraries. The paper used a sample size of 120 respondents
from Catholic University College of Mbeya (CUCoM) (50), Teofilo Kisanji University (TEKU) Mbeya Campus (30),
Mbeya University of Science and Technology (MUST) (20), and Mzumbe University Mbeya Campus (20). A set of
frequency tables were used to present the results of the paper.

Keywords: Academic libraries, Forms of catalogue, Information retrieval, Library catalogue use, Library catalogue,
Library use

INTRODUCTION

Accessing library information materials in academic
libraries is of essential significance. Academic library
patrons seek library materials for education, training,
and research, etc. Academic programmes in higher
educational institutions are always harsh and students
are overpowered with a number of units they have to
cover, and thus, accessing library information sources
should be very easy with minimum pressure to save
their time.

Library catalogues have traditionally been the access
point between the users of the academic libraries and
the library information materials contained in a particular

library. Mutwiri (2005) articulates that libraries exist so
as to provide access to the necessary information,
because, on itself, information has no value until it is
used. According to Whittaker (1993), libraries supply
today’s society with some sort of service. The particular
kind of service that libraries offer is access to broad
and well organized inventory of knowledge. Sharif (1993)
also observed that academic libraries were facing
problems concerning services, because students did not
know how to use them.

A study done by Nilsen (2006) on comparing user’s
perspectives discovered that what make library users
unwilling to return to the library were often barriers to
access. Today, library users use the Internet as an
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original source of information; often depend upon books,
as a last resort, due to the issues of time and money.
Over the history of libraries, the library catalogue has
taken on unlimited forms. With the result, innumerable
not only modern but also sophisticated forms of library
catalogues have been made to make the work of
information retrieval wide-ranging and expeditious.

The utilization of the library information sources of a
particular library rely on a large degree on the quality of
its library catalogue (Fatiloro, 2005). Without an efficient
library catalogue, the use of library information materials
can be extensively slowed. In any academic institution,
the library works as the vertebrae of a total educational
system. Measuring the impact of the use of library
catalogues has been a realm of study for some years
now, and this has led to perceiving how data retrieval
systems might be improved, to better satisfy the
informational needs of the users (Villen-Rueda et al.,
2007). Adeogun (2003) opines that measuring the
effectiveness of the use of library catalogues was
impossible in the past, but the introduction of ICT has
made it possible mainly through Online Public Access
Catalogue (OPAC).

In this digital era, library catalogues are coming up all
over the Internet. There is a need for the current and
future librarians to be equipped with the capacity to
select, apply, and improve cataloguing techniques most
effectively, in satisfying the needs of those seeking
information sources.

Statement of the Problem

We are in the digital era. All information is extensively
available through the Internet. Information
Communication Technology (ICT) is a process which
is beneficial for storing and processing the information
in digital form and searching, retrieving, and
disseminating that information from the digital forms by
a single click. The recent increase of the Internet as
the source of variety of resources, in terms of information
content, format, and location, has led to problems for
library users of not knowing the rationale of library

catalogues in academic libraries. Access and retrieval
of information is a major concern in all libraries, archives,
and information centers. The concern has caused
libraries to develop several methods for accessing their
collections. While most academic libraries have
developed effective and advanced library catalogues,
research discloses that even with the use of the effective
catalogues, information retrieval still shows to be difficult,
where results are not always sufficient. The research
shows that library users use more than the required time
in searching for library information materials, and end
up not getting what they want, even when such materials
exist in the library collection. Therefore, through these
observations, the paper examines the usage of library
catalogues for searching library resources in academic
libraries in Mbeya Region to give out the outcome with
the best solutions.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

i. How often do users in academic libraries in Mbeya
Region use library catalogues in searching for library
materials?

ii. What are the purposes of using library catalogues?

iii. What are the challenges faced by library users when
searching information using different forms of library
catalogues?

LITERATURE RELATED REVIEW

Physical Forms of Library Catalogues

A library catalogue is an ordered list of bibliographical
records that represent the documents in a particular
collection of documents (Clark, 2000). Library catalogues
enable users to identify, verify, locate, and retrieve books
and other physical items from the collection and they
exist in different physical forms as follows:

Online public access catalogue (OPAC)

An OPAC is a library catalogue accessed via a
computer terminal for the benefit of library users (Kumar,
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2013). Through enriched content, the computerized
catalogue can now demonstrate the physical library
environment, relocating to a more open, collaborative,
and social spaces, thus, acting as a community hub
(Gisolfi, 2015; Tarulli, 2012). The Catholic University
College of Mbeya (CUCoM) Library in Mbeya was
using the Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC).

Printed book catalogue

The form of the book catalogue resembles the book in a
register format. In printed book catalogue, its entries
are printed on separate sheets as per desired
arrangement and the sheets are then bound together to
form a book or register (Singh, 2017). MUST and
Mzumbe are using both a Printed Book Catalogue and
a Card Catalogue.

The sheaf catalogue

According to Sharma (1970), Sheaf physical form of
library catalogue is also known as loose-leaf form. No
academic library under study was using this physical
form of a catalogue during the time of study.

The card catalogue

Card catalogue is structured index to library information
materials consisting of cabinets filled with cards. In this
form, the bibliographical elements of every document
are recorded on a single card (Sharma, 1970). Mzumbe
University of Tanzania Library, Mbeya Campus was
using both the card catalogue and OPAC while Teofilo
Kisanji University of Tanzania (TEKU) was using the
Card Catalogue to serve library users in searching library
materials.

The microfiche catalogue

Microfiche (or fiche) are sheets of transparent film
containing small images, which can be enlarged and
displayed using a microfiche reader (Ferguson and
Hebels, 2003). They are portable and accessible to
users, depending upon the number of copies of
catalogues and machines available.

CD-ROM catalogue

Sharma (1970) opines that a CD-ROM Catalogue is a
MARC-based compilation of bibliographic records
distributed on CD-ROMs supported with software. It is
an offline format like the microform that provides
outstanding search facilities.

The Extent Use of Library Catalogues by Library
Users

A library catalogue is a list information library material
of a group of libraries containing specified items of
bibliographical information in automated, microfiche,
card or printed form arranged in classified or alphabetical
order according to any standard catalogue code or rules.
As it has been quoted by Rubin (2004) in one of his
books that the goal for a library catalogue is not only to
permit library users to find items that they already know,
but also, to help them find items of which they were
previously unaware.

Before using the library catalogue, library users often
search for information from Google or other websites,
to assist with their selection (Tarulli, 2012). In reality,
without library catalogues, finding out particular
information on library materials is tedious, without
actually going to the shelves and retrieving the library
materials. Unquestionably, when library users have
problems in locating and retrieving library materials, they
will automatically feel frustrated (Oghenekaro, 2018).

Apart from the benefits, which library users can get
from using library catalogues, its use is still not satisfying
in many academic libraries. As it has been pointed out
by Okorafor (2006) that many academic libraries, the
majority of the patrons prefer going directly to the shelves
to search for materials. As a result, the user may end
off scanning from one shelf to another in search of a
document. Many library users find the use of the library
catalogues as a waste of time as stated by Ishola and
Ojeniyi (2015) in one of their studies, because they are
not aware of the library catalogues and their uses.
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Rationale of Using Library Catalogues

Library catalogues are the most vital tools for finding
library information materials in any library. Obviously,
without a library catalogue, as it has been supported by
Sood (2020), library users cannot be able to know
whether a specific book is in the library or not. The
library catalogue is a necessary tool to both library users
and library staff for it tells where a library information
material in the library is located (Aina, 2004). Tillett
(2004) has observed the general function of the library
catalogue is to permit the users of a particular library to
successfully find, identify, select and obtain information
resources. Undoubtedly, it is a wrong notion that, if the
library information materials are arranged on shelves in
a stack room and well guided, a library user can find his
or her needed information material easily. In spite of its
vital, the use of the library catalogue is not satisfying in
many academic libraries, as observed by Okorafor
(2006). The library catalogues are important tools for
the effective utilization of library materials and they
cannot be over emphasized (Clifford and Zaccus, 2015).

Therefore, it is through the library catalogues, whereby
library users can know what is in the library and access
them easily where they are kept. Oghenekar (2018)
points out in his study that library catalogues are regarded
as the interface of information retrieval systems from
where they make it possible for library information
resources to be visited and utilized using several access
points.

Library catalogues have made the library collection easily
accessible to everyone by accessing the whole library
stock and enhancing the usage of library collections
(Mulla and Chandrashekara, 2009). This means that a
library catalogue serves various lines of access which
are through author, collaborator, title, series, etc.

Barriers Library Users Face When Using Library
Catalogues

A lot of attention to academic libraries is on the
development of better tools and techniques for

organizing and managing library materials to ensure
timely and easy access to the same. It has been noted
out that whenever there is a barrier in accessing library
materials, the user tends to abandon the use of library
resources. Mutwiri (2005) asserts that large information
continues to be taken as a valuable natural resource
and, thus, libraries exist so as to provide access to the
necessary information. Accessing and retrieving
information sources should be very easy and less
stressful; therefore, no barrier should come their way.

A study done by Nilsen (2006) on comparing users’
perspectives of a person and virtual reference, found
out what makes patrons reluctant to return to the library,
was often barriers to access. Thompson (1982) observed
that the library catalogue is not used by users to find
library information resources, because of its complexities
and noted that, though it is meant for use, it appears to
be inventories for the custodians, rather than finding tools
designed for the library users. All library users expect a
library catalogue to be ease of use, convenient,
availability, self-service, and satisfaction (De Rosa,
2003).

In many academic libraries, library users want to know
immediately if the library item is available, and how to
get it. This is true, even for online library information
materials whereby patrons want more direct links, or
easier access to the online content, both text and media.
Chauhan (2004) asserts that a library catalogue is the
most vital tool for locating library materials in any library,
but its value has been confined to its physical form, most
commonly a large card catalogue, or a set of printed
volumes. Segun (2011) observes that the major challenge
libraries face, are their library users, especially the
habitual Goggle users, who expect library OPAC to
match the simplicity of searching and information
retrieval on Goggle, which gives them direct links to the
full-text of resources on the web.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN

The study adopted exploratory research, which sought
to explore the use of library catalogues for searching
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library materials in academic libraries in Tanzania. The
study mainly used qualitative data though quantitative
elements were included in collecting data. In this study,
different methods of data collection, which were
surveys, interviews, questionnaires, and observations
were used.

DISCUSSIONS AND FINDINGS

Respondents

A total of 120 respondents were selected, whereby
stratified and simple random sampling was used to select
library users. The study brought out all 120 respondents
from CUCoM, TEKU, MUST, and Mzumbe University
Mbeya Campus respectively, where sixty-six (66)
respondents were male and fifty-four (54) respondents
were female (Table 1).

Library Catalogues Used by Libraries under Study

The researcher made an attempt to collect data relating
to the library catalogues used by the libraries under the
study. The data so collected was analyzed and presented
in Table 2.

Table 1: Distribution of questionnaires and responses received (N=120)

Library Catalogue Users Distributed questionnaires Received questionnaires Responses (%)
Total Total

Administrative Staff 10 8 80

Library Staff 20 10 50

3rd Year Students 90 72 80

Total 120 90 75

Source: By researcher from research study area, 2021

Table 2: Library Catalogues Used by Libraries (N=4)

Name of Library Number of Libraries Percentage
Catalogue Using the Catalogue

OPAC 2 50

Card Catalogue 1 25

Book Catalogue 1 25

Total 4 100

Source: By researcher from research study area, 2021

Table 3: Use of Library Catalogues by Library Users (N=90)

Institution Never Regularly Sometimes Total

F % F % F % F %

CUCoM 36 40 3 3.33 2 2.22 22 33

TEKU 18 20 3 3.33 1 1.11 20 30

MUST 9 10 4 4.44 1 1.11 15 22

Mzumbe 9 10 3 3.33 1 1.11 10 15

Total 72 80 13 14.43 5 5.55 90 100

Source: Researcher Report, 2021.

Use of Library Catalogues by Library Users

The researcher decided to find out the use of library
catalogues by library users. The respondents stated the
way they use the catalogues for accessing information
materials contained in their respective libraries
(Table 3).

The study identified that 72 respondents, who constitute
(80%) of all 3rd year students, never used any library
catalogue present in their libraries. The study shows
that only 13 respondents which is 14.43% of all
respondents were regularly using the library catalogues
and 5 respondents (5.55%) were not using the library
catalogues frequently.
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Reasons of Using or not Using Library Catalogues

The researcher tried to examine the reasons of using or
not using library catalogues before retrieving library
information materials in libraries (Table 4). The findings
exposed that library catalogues did not deserve with
fifteen per cent (15%) and seven point five percent
(7.5%) of respondents saying that lack of awareness
about the library catalogue functionalities was one of
the reasons of not using the catalogues. Ten per cent
(10%) of them said that the improper working of the
OPAC modules made them not to use the catalogue,
and ten per cent (10%) of respondents said that lack of
orientation from library staff and they sometimes did
not get library resources required. It is further noted
out from this analysis that fifteen per cent (15%) of the
respondents were using library catalogues only when
they are given assignments to do, and twelve point five
percent (12.5) were using the catalogues for only to
find citations. It is evident that the library catalogues in
the studied academic libraries were seen as not with
value.

Ways of Accessing Library Materials

On ways of accessing library materials, sixty percent
(60%) of the respondents said they used to browse from
one shelf to another, seventeen point five (17.5%) of
them said they asked library staff, while fifteen per cent
(15%) of the respondents said they asked their friends
(Table 5). This means that most of the library users
shift to browsing, which is not the best method to
accessing library information materials. Information

retrieval tools, such as library catalogues, are very
important in guiding the library user to access and
retrieve library resources.

Challenges of Using Library Catalogues

The study then sought to find out the main problems
users had with using library catalogues when accessing
and retrieving library information materials (Table 6). It
is evidenced from this study that 96 respondents (80%)
of all responded that there were no enough computers/
drawers and that they even do not know how to form
search terms on OPAC respectively.

When the library staff were asked, as to why many
users face problems in accessing and retrieving library
information materials, the study found that eighty per
cent (80%) of library users were not able to articulate
their needs correctly; seventy-one per cent (71%) and
fifty-two per cent (52%) respectively did not know how
to use library catalogues/computers available. The study
noticed that library staff noted that users of academic

Table 4: Reasons for using library catalogues available (N=120)

Reasons for using F % Reasons for not Using F %

For assignments 18 15 Library catalogues not deserving 15 12.5

For understanding lectures 12 10 Wastage of time 6 5

For writing notes 9 7.5 Lack of awareness and guidance 9 7.5

For entertainments 12 10 Improper working of the OPAC 12 10

For citations 15 12.5 Lack of orientation 12 10

Total 66 55 54 45

Source: Researcher Report, 2021.

Table 5: Ways of accessing library materials (N=120)

Ways Frequencies Percentage

Browsing from one shelf to 72 60
the other

Ask library staff from special 21 17.5
reserve

Ask their friends 18 15

Use catalogues 9 7.5

Total 120 100

Source: Researcher Report, 2021.
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libraries are not properly trained in library use. This
means that the user education was not preparing them
fully for library use.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Fundamentally, the academic library’s key task is to build
broader and deeper collections, and to arrange for users
to access them to ensure their long-term honesty. To
achieve this, the researcher urges libraries to come out
with better tools and techniques for organizing and
managing library materials. There is a need to make
sure that the tools are updated consequently when new
library resources are added up.

Library catalogue users are needed to learn the basic
proposition of library catalogues before becoming able
to use them well. There is a need to review orientation
exercises, and make them user friendly in order to make
more effective.

The researcher also recommends that academic libraries
should have marketing programs which will inform library
users what new library products and services are
available in the library. Laurel Tarulli (2012)
recommends that library staff research what is available:
check out what other library catalogues offer, what
vendors are offering, and what yours already offers.

Table 6: Challenges faced when using library catalogues (N=120)

Challenges CUCoM MUST Mzumbe TEKU Total

Inadequate computers/drawers 42 (84%) 15 (75%) 15 (75%) 24 (80%) 96 (80%)

Lack of skills 48 (96%) 10 (50%) 16 (80%) 21 (70%) 95 (79%)

Lack of time to browse library catalogues 22 (44%) 12 (60%) 14 (70%) 18 (60) 66 (55%)

Inadequate publicity 32 (64%) 13 (65%) 11 (55%) 27 (90%) 83 (69%)

Not aware of the presence of library catalogues 45 (90%) 8 (40%) 13 (65%) 18 (60%) 84 (70%)

Not able to articulate their needs correctly 43 (86%) 18 (90%) 17 (85%) 18 (60%) 96 (80%)

Don’t know how to use the library catalogues 33 (66%) 12 (60%) 13 (65%) 27 (90%) 85 (71%)

Don’t know how to use computers 25 (50%) 10 (50%) 12 (60%) 15 (50%) 62 (52%)

Unavailability/low speed of Internet/ 46 (92%) 7(35%) 8 (40%) 27 (90%) 88 (73%)

Source: Researcher Report, 2021.
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